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Microeconomics is one of the main fields of economics . It considers the economic behaviour of individual consumers , firms and
industries . (Contrast macroeconomics .) One of the goals of microeconomics is to analyze market mechanisms that establish relative
prices amongst goods and services and allocation of limited resources amongst many alternative uses. Microeconomics analyzes
market failure , where markets fail to produce efficient results, as well as describing the theoretical conditions needed Guide to
Microeconomics. Here we discuss its definition and principles of microeconomics like demand-supply relationships,and more.Â What is
Microeconomics? Microeconomics is a â€˜bottom-upâ€™ approach. It is a study in economics that involves everyday life, including what
we see and experience. It studies individual behavioral patterns, that of households and corporates, their policies, how they respond to
different stimuli, etc. Microeconomics is the social science that studies the implications of incentives and decisions, specifically about
how those affect the utilization and distribution of resources. Microeconomics shows how and why different goods have different values,
how individuals and businesses conduct and benefit from efficient production and exchange, and how individuals best coordinate and
cooperate with one another. Microeconomics is a social science; it is the study of individual, isolated units of an economy - those
individual pieces, when put together, make up the whole economy.Â Microeconomics is a social science; it is the study of individual,
isolated units of an economy â€“ those individual pieces, when put together, make up the whole economy. Each person, household,
company or industry is a unit of the economy. It is the part of economics that is concerned with single factors and the effects of individual
decisions.

